Prism Visitor Access
Streamline Visitor Management and Keep Your Building Secure
To keep your building safe, you need full visibility into who is coming and going at all times. However, this
can be difficult to achieve with manual visitor check-in processes that lead to long lines in your lobby and
frustrated tenants whose schedules have been disrupted. Prism Visitor Access automates the entire visitor
management process, giving guests a smooth experience from building entry to exit. Your security personnel
can quickly register visitors, capture all important information and get them to their designated suites sooner.

Benefits of Prism Visitor Access:
Pre-clear visitors: Enable tenants to pre-register guests in advance with security, providing a secure,
timely experience.
Decreased wait times: By giving visitors multiple ways to check in, your security team can streamline the
entry process, getting guests through the doors and to their appointments faster.
Enhanced integration: Prism Visitor Access connects directly to building access control (BAC) systems,
making it easy to share critical information between the two systems for enhanced security.

How is Prism Visitor Access Different?
Guest communications: Prism Visitor Access includes a fast communication channel to all current
property visitors for any important information. Communications can be filtered to include only visitors
checked in on a certain date.
Related visits: To avoid a lengthy check-in for guests arriving in groups, Prism Visitor Access lets you
select related visits to quickly checkin parties of 2+.
Identify trends: Property management can quickly spot visitor trends based on time of day and
understand which tenants are having visitors when.
Familiar system: Tenants can leverage the same building operations software used to submit Work
Orders.
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Key Features and Capabilities
Register Visitors
Tenants can easily pre-register guests, so that they
don’t need to run back and forth to your security
desk to guide guests through check in.

Generate Badges For Turnstile Entry
Generate picture badges to be printed and
provided to visitors for easy identification as they
navigate the property. Teams can choose from
QR or barcode scan for entry, and from standard
badge size and layout options.

Tenant Visitor Contact List
Security has immediate access to a Tenant Visitor
Contact list to quickly find the right tenant contact
and their information to grant visitor clearance in
the case of an unregistered visitor.

Complete Visitor Tracking
Use check-in, badge generation and check-out
status to easily determine guests in the building at
each time of day.
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